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Abstract: This article highlight and discuss the complex situation when deaf adults who are emergent readers learn Swedish Sign Language (STS) and Swedish in parallel. As Swedish appears primarily in its written form, they also have to develop reading and writing skills. Study data comes from ethnographically created video recordings of classroom interaction and interviews with teachers and participants. The analysis reveals that while the migrants successively learn basic STS for interacting with other deaf people, learning Swedish takes a different path. The migrants struggle with learning basic reading and writing skills, vocabulary, and grammar. Furthermore, the instruction is highly repetitive, but unstructured and sprawled, using STS to explain and connect signs with written equivalents. The teachers testify in interviews that it seems very difficult for the emergent readers to learn Swedish on a level good enough to cope in Swedish society, which, in turn, puts them in a vulnerable position.
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1 Introduction

But then we have the other group … They develop so much more slowly. They learn STS and we try with words and sentences, everyday language, but I find that they forget and forget all the time. Even if they can sign, they forget Swedish all the time.
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In this way, the teacher, Elisabeth, describes her experience of teaching written Swedish to deaf adult migrants. When they arrive in Sweden, many deaf adult migrants learn to read and write for the first time ever, i.e. they are emergent readers. Learning a second language in adulthood is demanding for many people, both deaf and hearing, and learning the technique of reading and writing, print literacy, makes learning even more challenging. For deaf people around the world, this situation is further complicated because most of them have had limited exposure to language and schooling during their childhood. In recent years, some scholars have discussed such delayed language acquisition in terms of language deprivation (Gulati 2018; Hall 2017). This, in turn, can affect the ability of deaf people to participate in society on an equal basis and can lead to greater difficulties in acquiring academic skills and print literacy, as these are cognitively demanding.

The literature on deaf students’ reading and writing achievements gives a varied picture of their success rate from various perspectives. Some studies have stressed the importance of promoting sign language development in deaf children to facilitate their print literacy development, and several scholars have suggested that print language should be acquired as a second language (e.g. Howerton-Fox and Falk 2019; Hrastinski and Wilbur 2016; Svartholm 2008). However, most literature has focused on school-aged deaf students, not adults and regarding deaf adult migrants in particular, our knowledge is limited. However, from hearing adult education, we know that many migrants struggle with learning print literacy, particularly those who are emergent readers.

However, it is essential to mention that many deaf people, despite their varying linguistic and educational backgrounds, are multimodal and multilingual. Even those with limited exposure to language probably meet a variety of languages in their everyday lives and use a range of strategies to communicate. They use a large repertoire of different languages and modalities at home, at school, at work, etc., in a more blurring and flexible way as opposed to more traditional notions of “separate” bilingualism, in which the languages are used separately (cf. Duggan and Holmström 2022; Moriarty Harrelson 2019). In recent years, the flexible and multimodal language use of deaf people has been described in terms of translanguaging (see De Meulder et al. 2019).

However, many deaf people worldwide lack formal schooling because their home countries do not offer deaf schools or other educational settings suitable for them. This study focuses on deaf migrants with no or limited educational background who have not learned print literacy before they arrived in Sweden and are therefore emergent readers. When they arrive in Sweden, they are required to inform the authorities about their reasons for coming to Sweden and argue for receiving a residence permit. This requirement can prove difficult for emergent readers with limited language proficiency. They mainly have to rely on Swedish Sign Language
(STS) interpreters when communicating with the authorities, even though this is a language that they have not yet mastered. They also need to handle written documents regarding a range of information, applications, signatures, government services, etc., necessary for everyday life and for being issued with a residence permit. However, because they are emergent readers, they cannot read texts in either their home country’s language or Swedish. Thus, upon their arrival, many deaf adult migrants are offered education in STS and Swedish at different schools and programmes funded by the Swedish government. They therefore have to learn two new languages, as well as print literacy, in parallel.

Given the context, it is crucial to enhance our understanding of the learning process of deaf emergent readers in terms of print literacy. To this end, this study aims to generate new insights into the approaches adopted by teachers for teaching writing techniques, vocabulary training, and developing reading skills among migrants, in the context of four folk high schools (independent adult education colleges) in Sweden. The study focuses on identifying common patterns and recurring exercises employed by teachers, as well as the challenges they face. Ultimately, the study aims to contribute to the improvement of teaching methods, with a view to achieving better outcomes in the development of print literacy among emergent readers who are deaf and migrants.

2 Emergent reading

Many migrants move from a home country where literacy skills are not required, or are required to a lesser extent. Some migrants also come from cultures whose language has no written form. However, when they arrive in a Western country, they meet a culture where reading and writing skills are required to fully participate in society, the workplace, access social services, etc. This may be a totally new experience for many migrants, especially those who have never previously learned how to read and write (Holmström and Sivunen 2022).

In general, for adult second language learners, learning to read and write in any language is normally a challenge. However, for those with no previous knowledge of reading and writing, the challenge is obviously greater when they have to learn both a new language and develop print literacy skills (Kotik-Friedgut et al. 2014). In a Swedish study, Dahlstedt et al. (2019) state that among migrants who are emergent readers, only a few can acquire higher levels of reading and writing proficiency.

Learning to read and write often requires formal teaching (Wedin et al. 2016). Sweden offers migrants several courses in Swedish (see, e.g. Duggan et al. 2023; Fejes 2019) and the teachers have very different experiences regarding background and education. For example, many teachers in upper secondary schools and folk high
schools (*folkhögskolor*, independent adult education colleges) have teaching degrees and many of them also have knowledge of teaching Swedish as a second language, although they may not be migrants themselves or have experience of learning Swedish as a second language (Fejes et al. 2018b). In contrast, teachers in study circles such as the Workers’ Educational Association (ABF), a Swedish non-governmental and politically independent organisation, are often from migrant backgrounds themselves. They bring experience and understanding that are valuable for new learners of Swedish. However, many of these teachers do not have teaching degrees or have limited experience of teaching (Fejes et al. 2018a). In addition, most educators have personal experience of learning print literacy in childhood but often lack experience and knowledge of teaching learners who lack formal schooling or are learning a new language with no previous knowledge of print literacy (Vinogradov and Liden 2008). This may bring challenges in teaching emergent readers.

The literature and studies on adult emergent readers mainly refer to the importance of the spoken form of the language. Oral skills and phonological awareness of the new language are deemed to be required in order to develop print literacy (see e.g. Kolinsky et al. 2018; Kotik-Friedgut et al. 2014; Vinogradov and Bigelow 2010; Wedin et al. 2016). For example, Kolinsky et al. (2018) developed a literacy course based on a phonetic approach and concluded that by using this approach, illiterate adults could learn to decode written texts in three months. This particularly applies to languages with sound-based writing systems, such as Swedish. Wedin et al. (2016) mention that as Swedish has a high grapheme-phoneme correspondence, it is important that teachers have knowledge of both the writing system and Swedish phonology. The authors further mention that most adult students are expected to master spoken communication in any language. Thus, the relationship between speech and writing is important for written language development. This is illustrated by Swedish teaching materials for adults who are learning Swedish for the first time, which is initially largely based on oral ability and oral training using different writing exercises.

However, the focus on oral skills and phonological awareness does not apply to deaf migrants, of which many have limited or no hearing and therefore cannot similarly access speech as hearing migrants. Thus, deaf people in general have a different path to developing print literacy, which will be further described below.

3 Deaf people’s path to print literacy

Research on print literacy in deaf individuals has been mostly centered on children. While we are aware that the focus of this study is on adult learners, we are summarising some key concepts from previous research on print literacy of deaf children.
and adolescents. In the major research on deaf people’s literacy development, there has been a recurring discussion about their challenges. Often, the lack of access to spoken language has been suggested as an obstacle to developing literacy skills. However, this does not explain why some deaf students become successful readers. It is well documented that deaf children’s early exposure to sign language is critical for developing proficient literacy skills. Those children who grow up in homes where sign language is the main mode of communication (i.e. in signing families) or who are enrolled in a deaf school where sign bilingual education is provided, have a natural context in which to use sign language for socialisation and learning. This calls for a multimodal and multilingual approach to deaf people’s literacy development. Here we could assume the same may be true for deaf adults acquiring literacy.

Print literacy development differs significantly between deaf and hearing individuals. The development of print literacy requires a demanding cognitive process for deaf individuals that is distinct from that of hearing individuals. Learning to read and write for the first time is often equivalent to learning a new language for many deaf individuals. As a result, the approach to print literacy does not involve linking print with sounds as it does for hearing individuals (Caldwell-Harris 2021; Hoffmeister and Caldwell-Harris 2014). Instead, the approach to print literacy entails the use of different learning strategies, such as visual-based decoding strategies, as opposed to the commonly used sound-based strategies (e.g., Kuntze et al. 2014). Additionally, it is suggested that teaching should follow a second language teaching approach (Koulidobrova et al. 2018; Svartholm 2008). Moreover, numerous studies have highlighted the significance of sign language proficiency in the acquisition of spoken or written language (e.g., Strong and Prinz 1997; Chamberlain and Mayberry 2008). Additionally, certain studies have emphasized the crucial role of sign language phonological development in reading development (e.g., McQuarrie and Parrilla 2014) as a means of building cognitive phonological representations.

Based on the previous research on language acquisition summarised in Caldwell-Harris (2021: 84), it is suggested that written languages cannot be fully acquired without fluency in a first language. This is supported by studies confirming that fluency in a language is said to be an essential prerequisite for learning a new language, especially in print. For those people who are not fluent in a first language, the only recommendation is to “remediate language deprivation” (Caldwell-Harris 2021: 84). Caldwell-Harris (2021) also mentions that “when there is no fluent L1, there is no large storehouse of vocabulary items to be mapped to printed words, there is no model of linguistic structure to be used as a source domain for analogical explanations, no fluent language to be used to discuss motivation, career aspirations and the future long-term benefits of literacy” (p. 84). Hoffmeister and Caldwell-Harris (2014) mention the importance of deaf people knowing a natural sign language first, before learning a written language.
3.1 The importance of memory

Another part of the challenge of learning a new language through print have been reported to be associated with memory. Deaf people not only need to memorise written words, but also their sign equivalents (including sign variants and concepts/meanings, as well as overlapping signs for the same concepts). This is more cognitively demanding because the “[r]eading process can cause cognitive overload in signing Deaf readers, as the reader’s working memory is tasked not only with decoding but with creating a ‘mental visualization’ (p. 40) of the printed word’s sign equivalent” (Falk et al. 2020 referring to Easterbrooks and Huston 2008, p. 40).

In order to achieve reading fluency, automatic word identification processes are necessary. Words that are highly frequent and thus (should be) automatically recognised are called “sight words”. In US English, a sight word vocabulary list has been established comprising the most frequently occurring words, e.g. the Dolch and Fry word list (Dolch 1936; Fry 1980). Readers familiar with these words can easily recognise them when reading (Also see 3.2.2, for further application of high-frequent/sighted words in pedagogical contexts). Basic print vocabulary allows readers to focus on understanding the words instead of decoding them, as the decoding process requires greater working memory capacity. Thus, knowing more sight words frees the working memory from decoding, and resources are given to comprehension work instead (Falk et al. 2020).

3.2 Pedagogical strategies

In a formal second language learning context, teachers constantly try to find different pedagogical strategies to help students progress in their learning. For example, teachers make different improvements in language vocabulary instruction. However, teachers of the deaf constantly have to formulate their own strategies to teach their students because much of the literature is sound-based, and curricula are developed with hearing students in mind. Below, we will describe three core strategies in deaf classrooms found in the literature that will be connected with our findings later.

3.2.1 Visually based strategies

In classrooms with deaf students, visually-based strategies are essential. Kuntze et al. (2014) propose a change from a more traditional monolingual and linear text-based literacy training to a more multidimensional and multilingual approach, building on the students’ multilingual skills. They suggest a model that uses (American) sign
language as an essential component. The model includes visual engagement with training to use eye-gaze, semi-circle seating and increasing visual awareness. Sign language is considered a crucial basis for meaningful interaction in connection with print literacy, for example, through shared reading, metalinguistic discussions, use of fingerspelling, etc. The model also includes awareness of deaf culture and role models, i.e. the visual way of being is considered important to make students conscious about self-identification and to develop a meta-awareness of their own languages and learning. Also, sign bilingual educational materials in video format are important to teaching. Media such as supplementary material, together with social interaction with a teacher, enhance the students’ learning.

### 3.2.2 Vocabulary learning

Vocabulary training is considered an important initial stage of learning a new language. Beck et al. (2013) argue that “a large and rich vocabulary is the hallmark of an educated individual” (p. 1). They argue that robust vocabulary instruction is needed, i.e. “directly explaining the meanings of words along with thought-provoking, playful, and interactive follow-up” (p. 3). They explain that children commonly learn their early words from the oral environment, i.e. they initially acquire vocabulary through oral communication in specific oral contexts. However, at a later age, children learn new vocabulary in written contexts and it is much harder because “written context lacks many of the features of oral language that support learning new word meanings, such as intonation, body language, and shared physical surroundings” (p. 5). Learning language from texts is challenging as a learner needs to have a vocabulary of between 3,000 and 5,000 words to be able to understand and interpret new words in a written text (Coady and Huckin 1997), and they have to read widely enough, including a range of different texts containing both familiar and unfamiliar words. Unfortunately, few learners engage in such wide reading activities.

Beck et al. (2013) mention oral language as a bridge to reading and writing, but their idea of robust vocabulary instruction can also be applied to deaf learners. For example, elements of robust vocabulary instruction can be found in “The Bedrock Literacy Curriculum”, which provides teachers of deaf and hard-of-hearing students with principles and strategies for effective literacy instruction (Di Perri 2021). Di Perri highlights her own experiences of working with students’ vocabularies where she created word lists from different themes or books her students should read. She states: “[t]here was no structure, sequence, or connectedness to this compilation of vocabulary items. Two major problems emerged: the students neither retaining the vocabulary nor recognizing them if the lexical item showed up during reading instruction at a later date” (p. 136, *italics* in original). Di Perri found that the students
were unable to recognise and comprehend highly frequent words in print and that they lacked knowledge of simple lexical words, i.e. they had another point of departure than the hearing students. Di Perri suggests that one of the limitations of her previous strategy to teach vocabulary was that she and her students only worked on a word list for one week and then continued with new themes and new words, and the previous words were rarely in focus again. The students did not discuss them or frequently encounter them in different texts. Falk et al. (2020), who examined the Bedrock Literacy Curriculum, found that it was effective to teach words with concrete and meaningful meaning (not functional words), taken from the Fry high-frequency word list (Fry 1980). It was also necessary to ensure that the words were stored in their long-term memories (see above). Thus, tests were made to examine whether the students remembered the words after a while. The words they did not remember should be more trained until they were stored in their memory. Thus, the students might initially learn the same words, but after a while, the lists are more personalised due to the students’ differences in memorising words.

In their learning model, Hoffmeister and Caldwell-Harris (2014) mention the importance of using mapping strategies in vocabulary instruction. This means that new written words are mapped to signs the children already know interactively. For example, when introducing a new English print word such as dog, the teacher (or another adult) can sign DOG and point to the written word dog and also fingerspell it. By doing this, the students can depart from their knowledge of the sign DOG and its meaning and connect it with the written word.

### 3.2.3 Transliteration and translation

Di Perri (2021) highlights that there is a difference between attending to words at a surface level or a deep level, whereby the former means just recognising the word equivalents in two languages when reading a sentence, and the latter means gaining an understanding of the meaning of the word or sentence. The surface-level attainment is closely associated with transliteration, a process whereby a second language learner just connects a sentence in one language word-for-word with another. This usually results in incorrect sentences and different meanings in the transliterated language. In DHH education, it is common to engage in tasks that involve the students reading a written text and signing it word-for-word, inspired by the reading aloud activity that is usual in hearing classrooms. However, such a method does not guarantee comprehension. When just choosing a sign equivalent to a written word, the structure and meaning can become entirely different and unintelligible (cf. Hoffmeister and Caldwell-Harris 2014). Thus, transliteration is not a reliable way of developing reading comprehension. Instead, the students need to understand the sentence at a deep level, i.e. learn to translate the content in a
written text or sentence into real sign language. However, translation requires a well-developed knowledge of sign language, and the students need to have sufficient knowledge of this language before they can work with translations. In the Bedrock Literacy Curriculum, this can be trained through the teacher creating single sentences with words that have already been learned, and the students reading them, thinking about them, trying to understand them, and then signing the same meaning in sign language.

4 This study

The case of deaf adult emergent readers is particularly compelling against the aforementioned backgrounds. Upon arrival in a Western country such as Sweden, they face numerous challenges, including the acquisition of Swedish sign language (STS) and the Swedish language itself. Additionally, Swedish can only be learned in written form, making the development of print literacy a necessity for successful integration into the Swedish community. Furthermore, they must learn various sub-skills, such as STS fingerspelling and Swedish orthography (see Figure 1), which adds to the complexity of the task.

![Figure 1: A comparison of learning tasks of deaf and hearing migrants upon arrival in Sweden. Alt text: Hearing migrants who are emergent readers learn Swedish as a second spoken language and as their first written language. Deaf migrants who are emergent readers learn Swedish Sign Language as their first conventional language and Swedish as their first written language. Other deaf migrants with basic reading skills learn Swedish Sign Language as a second sign language and Swedish as their second written language.](image)
This study is part of an ongoing larger research project funded by the Swedish Research Council (2019-02115), about the multilingual situation of deaf adult migrants in Sweden. Four folk high schools (independent adult education colleges) with programmes for deaf adult migrants located in different places around Sweden participated in this study, allowing the research team to participate in the school setting and create data. The project was approved by the Swedish Ethical Review Authority (2020-02865) and all involved participants and staff were informed about the project and have given their written consent to participate in the study (see Duggan and Holmström 2022 for a description of designing consent forms for migrants with limited or no written language skills).

4.1 Method and material

Following an ethnographic approach, the research team used observations and interviews to examine the learning context at the different schools. The classes were followed in different lessons during the whole school day, and the classroom interaction was documented through video recordings and field notes. The research team visited the schools several times on different days over four semesters (although the second semester was cancelled due to the COVID-19 pandemic). A total of approximately 45 h of video-recorded classroom interaction were created in the project. In the classroom interaction, a total of 65 participants were included (48 migrants and 17 staff).

In addition to interaction data, interviews were also conducted (all through Swedish Sign Language) with both deaf migrant participants and their teachers. The background interviews comprised approximately 13 h of video recordings and focused on the migrants’ backgrounds and previous experiences, for example, their country of origin, how their families look like, which language(s) they use, and their previous education. However, it is important to mention that conducting the participant interviews could be challenging at times because it depended on the participants’ skills in STS (and other languages), their understanding of their own background and current situation, and their ability to share their experiences. A total of 43 deaf migrants were interviewed, of which 17 were men and 26 were women. Their age ranged from 18 to 60 years and they came from different parts of the world, mainly Western Asia (19 participants). The other participants came from Europe (11), Africa (7), South and East Asia (5) and North America (1). Many migrants had difficulties describing their previous language knowledge: 3 state STS as their first learned language, 7 cannot give a clear answer and 9 mention gestures or homesign as their communication forms. Thirteen migrants have never attended school.

The teachers were interviewed about their educational and linguistic background, teaching experience, and knowledge and experiences of teaching deaf migrants
Table 1: Teachers’ education and teaching experience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher</th>
<th>Upper secondary school teacher degree</th>
<th>Primary school teacher degree</th>
<th>Folk high school teacher certificate</th>
<th>Folk high school pedagogy (short course)</th>
<th>Sign language teacher certificate</th>
<th>Recreational leadership certificate</th>
<th>Other education</th>
<th>Years of teaching experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niklas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anita</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellinor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dennis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therese</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stefan</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elisabeth</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fanny</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oliver</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Alt text: The 14 teachers have different educational backgrounds, covering Upper secondary school teacher degrees, Primary school teacher degrees, Folk high school teacher certificates, Folk high school pedagogy (short course), Sign language teacher certificates, Recreational leadership certificates, and Other education. Their teaching experience range between 6 and 26 years.
(see Table 1). In total, 14 teachers were interviewed, of which five were men and nine were women. Of the teachers, 11 were deaf and three were hearing. All teachers are proficient in STS. The interviews generated approximately 13 h of video recordings.

The 43 migrants constitute a very heterogeneous group with very different linguistic and educational backgrounds. However, in this sub-study, the focus was on the migrants who have never attended school and are emergent readers. They are sometimes taught individually, and sometimes in a group with other emergent readers. At other times they participate in groups with participants with a higher level of print literacy knowledge. For this sub-study we have qualitatively analysed the classroom interaction, focusing on Swedish language lessons (approx. 15 h of recordings including all four schools) in which one or more emergent readers were included. In the analysis, we searched for common exercises and recurring patterns in the recorded instruction and after transcribed these into written English. Through this work, we identified five themes which will be presented in the results section below.

5 Results

In the analysis of Swedish language instruction, we found some exercises common and recurring. We also found similar difficulties, regardless of school and teacher. This section presents the results from the classroom interaction analysis by illustrating examples of recurring patterns in exercises in the classrooms. These recurring patterns are divided into five themes: 1) Writing techniques, 2) Vocabulary training through fingerspelling, 3) Vocabulary training using word lists, 4) Surface versus deep reading – transliteration and 5) Cognitive aspects of literacy learning.

5.1 Writing techniques

Emergent readers have to learn a whole new technique when they start learning how to write. In present-day Sweden, this means both handwriting and computer typing. However, here, we will zoom in on handwriting exercises because these seem to be the most complex. Computer typing technique seems to be easier to develop after having learned the alphabet and uppercase and lowercase letters. The migrants can look at written texts and replicate them by typing. Also, this basic knowledge of computer typing and the alphabet allowed them to search for Swedish words in Google pictures or in the STS dictionary. Interestingly, we found that several emergent readers experienced significant difficulty logging on to computers or platforms because they struggled with the process of using usernames and passwords.
Handwriting exercises occurred in several forms, as illustrated in pictures a–d in Figure 2. Emergent readers and migrants with other writing systems than the Latin system were taught to write letters by copying and repeating them in print (picture a), writing from left to right, up to down, and on the lines. They were also taught to write words and sentences by copying and repeating (picture b). The exercises differed between the participants, depending on how recently they had arrived, their previous writing skills, and how quickly they learned to write.

Figure 2: Different handwriting exercises (pictures a–d). Alt text: Different hand-writing exercises cover learning to write the Latin alphabet by copying capital and lowercase letters on rows, copying words and phrases, training to express phrases, and responding to written questions.
As illustrated in picture c, it is not obvious how emergent readers understand how to write sentences. Here, Rashid (emergent reader, arrived in Sweden 1.5 years ago) practices writing his name in sentences, copying a sentence on the board that the teacher has written. When looking at the lines, it is possible to see how the space between the letters becomes bigger and bigger, row by row. In the last rows, the first word in the sentence, *jag* ‘I’, is spelt as if it is two words instead of one.

Another interesting feature in the learn-to-write process is illustrated in picture d. As previously shown, most exercises are about copying and repeating pre-written letters, words or sentences. Here, however, the participant is going to learn to write answers to questions or add the last part of a sentence without having a pre-written text to copy. In the first sentence, where the first two pre-written words are *Jag heter* ‘My name is’, Lateefa (emergent reader, arrived in Sweden four years ago) manages to respond correctly with her name, but in the next sentence, *Jag kommer från* ‘I come from’, she just copies the same words instead of answering with the name of her country. A number of teachers have confirmed that some emergent readers often responded to questions with a copy of the question in itself and mentioned that it was difficult to get them to understand that it was a question they should respond to instead of just copying it.

### 5.2 Vocabulary training through fingerspelling

In the classrooms, fingerspelling exercises are a common part of vocabulary training. One example is when the teacher Anna, Lateefa and Mahad (emergent reader, arrived in Sweden two years ago) are working with three words, *juice* ‘juice’ *haj* ‘shark’ and *olja* ‘oil’, which have been written on the whiteboard. There was also a TV with pictures from Google. Anna starts by asking Lateefa and Mahad to fingerspell *juice*. Excerpt 1 below shows the interaction between Anna and the two participants.

Anna clearly tried to structure and scaffold Lateefa’s and Mahad’s fingerspelling of the words. However, despite the word being visible on the whiteboard and Anna fingerspelling the word, letter by letter, both participants, especially Lateefa, have difficulties finding the correct manual alphabet for each letter as in (3) while searching for the U. Anna tried to scaffold through drawing the *u* in the space as in writing the *u*. In (6), Lateefa confuses the letter *i* with the letter *l*, which is not surprising as *i* and *l* are similar in form. In (8), Lateefa first responds to the manual alphabet of *S* but changes to *C*. This is interesting as these manual alphabets share the same hand shape and the only difference between them is the hand orientation. The same applies to Mahad in (9) when he hesitated between the manual alphabets of *O*, *G* and *E*. In STS, they look similar in form, i.e. like a fist, but with variation in how the thumb is positioned.
Excerpt 1: Joint fingerspelling of the word *juice*.

Alt text: Interaction between the teacher Anna and participants Mahad and Lateefa when train to connect letters in written Swedish to letters in Swedish Sign Language hand alphabet.
After completing this turn of joint fingerspelling, Anna asked them to do it again. Mahad managed to pair the letters with the manual alphabets, while Lateefa got stuck again at the second letter u in (12). Interestingly, Lateefa refers to N as it has the same handshape as U but with a different hand orientation. The excerpt illustrates the complexity of matching letters to manual alphabets. On the one hand, the visual orthography of Swedish letters is not easy to learn, and there are letters that have similar forms (e.g. i and l). On the other hand, the manual alphabets need to be acquired as well, and many manual alphabets have similar hand configurations (i.e. C and S, G and E). The fingerspelling session with the remaining words haj and olja clearly shows that the learners have difficulties decoding the letters and pairing them with the manual alphabet. For example, with the j in haj and olja, Mahad hesitates between I, J, and Y despite practicing correctly on j in the previous word, juice. However, in this context, each word starts with an uppercase letter, i.e. Juice, Haj and Olja. The difference between J and j, as well as the phonological similarity of J and Y (same handshape but different movements), adds complexity to the learning. The fact that the sign equivalent of juice is a lexicalized fingerspelling makes it even more difficult to link the word to the sign. Anna prototypically refers to it as an “orange drink” although there are different kinds of juice. This excerpt further illustrates the importance of careful planning of what words to train and how to practice them, as well as the awareness of the complexity of letters and manual alphabets.

5.3 Vocabulary training using word lists

Another vocabulary exercise is to create lists of Swedish words together by negotiating topics or themes. The teacher usually initiates a theme and asks the participants for words fitting into this theme. The list is gradually expanded during the lesson, and the participants write down the Swedish words in their notebooks, which become filled with a range of words on different topics. STS is constantly used in the negotiation of words. One such recurring exercise is illustrated in Figure 3, in which the teacher Angela starts writing the Swedish word Möbler ‘Furniture’, as illustrated in picture a. She asked Ana (who has previous print literacy skills but recently arrived in Sweden) and Hussein (emergent reader, arrived in Sweden five years ago) for the equivalent STS sign. They both signs the STS sign FURNITURE and Angela agrees. She mentions that they are focusing on the living room by writing Vardagsrum ‘Living room’ on the board. Angela turns to Ana
and Hussein, signing LIVING-ROOM, and they imitate the sign. Angela continues, asking which furniture they can find in this room. Hussein illustrates the shape of a sofa or an armchair, and Angela asks him to fingerspell the word, but he responds that he does not know. Angela turns to Ana, but she does not know either. Angela writes the word *Soffa ‘Sofa’* on the board (picture b). She then adds different types of sofas for two or three persons, and corner sofas. After this, the negotiation continues and the list is expanded. During the negotiation, Ana and Hussein begin to suggest furniture that is usually found in other rooms, such as makeup tables and bathroom cabinets, and Angela adds them to the list but soon realises that the words do not belong to the topic of “living room” and draws a circle around them with a line and an arrow to connect them to the heading *Sovrum ‘bedroom’* instead (picture c).

After a while, Fatima (emergent reader, arrived in Sweden five years ago) joins the class, and Angela asks Ana and Hussein to note the words on the board in
their notebooks. She turns to Fatima, directing her attention to the board that is covered with the range of words that Ana and Hussein have suggested, meaning that Fatima’s learning takes a totally different path. Angela points to the first word *Soffa* ‘Sofa’, and Fatima fingerspells the word correctly. However, she does not know the meaning of the word, although she can fingerspell the word letter by letter. Angela therefore explains what a sofa is using different signs and examples. And the teaching continues this way. As Fatima was not involved in the previous negotiation process, she is exposed to many words, drawings and arrows simultaneously all over the place.

The example shows how difficult it is for emergent readers (Hussein and Fatima) to connect signs, fingerspelling and written words to meaning. Although Ana has recently arrived in Sweden, she is literate in both Persian and English and appears to develop her written Swedish skills rapidly, while Hussein and Fatima have developed very limited written Swedish skills, even though they have been in Sweden for five years.

The difficulties in using a broad vocabulary and several synonyms were also present in other exercises. For example, it is common to play memory games to pair words with pictures. Word cards can be placed on one side of the table and picture cards on the other. The participants turn the cards, trying to match words that are equivalent to pictures. Hussein turns over a picture card with a house and another card with the word *hus* ‘house’. However, Ana says that it is not the correct word for that picture. Hussein insists and checks the STS dictionary on his mobile phone. He found the sign for house and was satisfied with being correct. However, Ana is still not convinced. When Angela arrives, she confirms that *hus* is wrong, as it should be *radhus* ‘terraced house’. The words are similar, both referring to a type of house, and it seems that the large variety of pictures and words makes everything too complex for the emergent readers, who would benefit from a memory game that had a more limited word list (see also Duggan forthcoming).

### 5.4 Surface versus deep reading – transliteration

It is seldom that emergent readers independently read texts in the classroom. This is supposedly due to their limited written language skills. Instead, the exercises mainly focus on vocabulary training and connecting words with pictures, usually using Google. The usual exercises mean that emergent readers get documents with different Swedish words and pictures that they try to match using Google or the STS dictionary.
However, a recurring activity in Swedish instruction is joint reading activities in which migrants from different backgrounds are taught collectively. This kind of activity means that the class looks at a page from a book (e.g. via a screen in the classroom) and signs the text word by word together (i.e. transliterating\(^1\)). The teacher sometimes writes the same text on the board to make it easier to point to separate words while the whole class can see them (see Figure 4).

This method means that the participants learn to connect words with sign equivalents, but it is unclear to what extent they understand the texts’ meaning. It depends on their varied linguistic repertoires. Sometimes, like in the exercise illustrated in Figure 4, the teachers ask the participants to translate the content into STS after having transliterated the text word by word into STS. In such cases, it is apparent that those participants with limited knowledge of Swedish and STS cannot translate as translation requires proficiency in both languages. The emergent readers in our study have not acquired sufficient vocabulary to be able to translate and, for them, the process of first transliterating a written text into STS and then translating it into “real” STS appears to be rather confusing.

For those participants who have some knowledge of print literacy, transliteration also occur when they independently read texts. But while participants with more robust knowledge of print literacy use dictionaries from their home country’s written language (or any written language they previously knew), those participants with more limited knowledge appear to only have STS dictionaries as tools. In Excerpt 2, Flora, who has some previous knowledge of print literacy, reads a text and signs it word by word, i.e. connects a written word to its sign equivalent but follows the grammatical structure of written Swedish.

---

1 This have been described as intramodal translanguaging by Holmström and Schönström (2018) in the translanguaging framework.
Excerpt 2: Transliteration from written Swedish into STS.

Alt text: Flora sign the Swedish text word for word and use the Swedish Sign Language dictionary to check words she do not know the sign for.

When Flora searches for the word helst ‘preferably’ in the dictionary, she gets a variety of available sign equivalents. The first sign is a fingerspelled version of the same word, which does not help her, so she chooses the next and finds a sign that matches the Swedish word. After a while, she arrives at the phrase gå hem och byta om ‘went home to change’. Here, Flora does not capture the difference between the Swedish phrase byta om and the STS phrase CHANGE CLOTHES. Instead, the transliteration leads to an unintelligible utterance because om as a single word means ‘if’ and ‘again’ (among others). However, in this context, om functions as a particle verb which, together with the verb byta, gives a specific meaning associated with “change clothes”. Although learners may have no problem mapping single words with signs, there comes a point when learners need to expand their
vocabulary to recognise that some words are part of basic phrases such as byta om ‘change’, växa upp ‘grow up’. These can be hard for learners to learn and teachers to teach and, in such contexts, the transliteration process may result in a completely erroneous meaning. In their three-way model for print literacy learning, Hoffmeister and Caldwell-Harris (2014) point out that many deaf students struggle with this stage of print literacy learning, while sign-word mapping is often fairly unproblematic.

5.5 Cognitive aspects of literacy learning

A common pattern in teaching emergent readers is that they seem to forget written words almost immediately after they have learned them. In the interviews, several teachers highlighted this as a challenge and felt that they lacked the strategies to support the participants. For example, the teacher Angela states:

Many of the participants have such a hard time with [writing Swedish]. And if they didn’t learn to read and write in their home country, it’s even more difficult. […] They even have difficulties with the hand alphabet, that each letter is meaningful, they have such a hard time grasping that – they’re just like symbols for them … We have three participants like this now and they wouldn’t be able to read a note from their employer saying “Can you go to the warehouse and pick up xxx” … They wouldn’t have a clue. They imitate a lot – I think they try to learn written words through visual memory and repeatedly practicing to remember. Sometimes they see a word and then they say “I’ve forgotten how to sign it” – but they haven’t forgotten, they don’t know what the word means. I can sign CUCUMBER and then they say “yes exactly that” and mean that they forgot the sign. But that’s not the case, they don’t understand the word. […] They keep forgetting. We can go through the same word list seven to eight times and they still don’t remember. It’s something in the brain – they haven’t practiced that. But in STS it gets stuck.

One example of this is illustrated in Excerpt 3. Here, the teacher, Fanny and Fatima negotiate the meaning of written words on the whiteboard. It is full of Swedish words for different kitchen items, e.g. spis ‘stove’, ugn ‘oven’, diskmaskin ‘dishwasher’, mikro ‘micro’. The Swedish word mikro is a contraction of mikrovågsugn ‘microwave oven’. The full Swedish word ends with “-ugn”, the same as in the single word ugn ‘oven’. Fatima has no problem fingerspelling the written words but has difficulties connecting the correct sign equivalent to the written words and remembering them.
Excerpt 3: Difficulties remembering and connecting signs, fingerspelling and written words.

Alt text: The teacher Fanny and participant Fatima negotiate the meaning of, fingerspelling and sign for different words related to kitchen.

When Fanny points to the word spis ‘stove’ (1), Fatima wrongly suggests the sign for MICROWAVE-OVEN (2). Fanny lets her know that it is wrong, and Fatima then suggests the correct sign STOVE (4). Fanny then points to the next word, ugn ‘oven, and Fatima again suggests MICROWAVE-OVEN (8), but Fanny replies that it is wrong.
Fatima fingerspells UGN@b again and tries the sign for MACHINE (10), which is also wrong. Fanny seems to not notice the sign MACHINE, but points to Fatima and says that the sign she has used means micro with the sign equivalent MICROWAVE-OVEN. Then Fanny points again to the word ugn ‘oven’ and Fatima suggests a third sign: DISH (14), also the wrong sign. Fanny tells her the correct sign, OVEN, and Fatima seems to slump, looking both surprised and frustrated (16). Her signing is then a little unclear, but she seems to say that she must practice more. After being briefly interrupted by another participant, Fanny again fingerspells and signs ‘oven’, and Fanny continues to the next word on the list, diskmaskin ‘dishwasher’. Fatima fingerspells correctly but immediately suggests the same sign, OVEN, for this next word (28). Thus, Fatima seems not to be able to make the connections between the written, fingerspelled and sign equivalents and seems to immediately forget the recently negotiated equivalents through using the same sign again. Here it is clear that Fatima’s working memory is very short and that the cognitive workload is too high for her to handle the exercise and manage to add new knowledge.

6 Discussion

This study is one of the first studies providing a closer look at interaction and learning in the classroom when teaching print literacy to deaf emergent readers. Previous research on adult second language learners and emergent readers has emphasised the interactive use of oral language to facilitate the development of print literacy. Thus, new learners of Swedish, for example, are expected to learn the oral language through both natural interaction (cf., Krashen 1985) and formal instruction. The instruction is usually based on the learners knowing some oral Swedish and many exercises aim to train them to express themselves and interact with others through this mode. The writing exercises are usually closely connected to oral language skills in the classroom and in educational materials, etc. For emergent readers, writing technique is also important, as well as learning how phonology is connected to orthography.

The situation for deaf emergent readers differs from that of hearing migrants as they cannot simply rely on their oral language skills. As a result, much of the existing literature based on hearing migrants is not relevant to this group. Additionally, many deaf emergent readers have had limited exposure to sign language and may not have received formal schooling in their home countries. However, it is worth noting that deaf individuals possess significant communication knowledge through the use of gestures, pointing, body language, and signs developed within their home environment (cf. Kusters et al. 2020). Despite their limited exposure to named or standardised language, they possess a broad communicative repertoire.
Upon arrival in a country like Sweden, with a strong monolingual and literary tradition, deaf emergent readers face significant challenges in communication, expressing their needs, and finding work that does not require literacy skills. This often leads to negative perceptions of them as language-deprived, problematic or “having no language” (Duggan and Holmström 2022; Moriarty Harrelson 2019). Simply put, they lack the necessary skills to navigate in a Western country.

However, to be able to participate in Swedish society, deaf emergent readers must develop literacy skills. This can be a slow and cognitively demanding process, particularly for those without a communicative background grounded in a spoken language with a written counterpart. Many emergent readers are also emergent signers of a named sign language, such as STS, and may require a different education model. Currently, deaf migrant education follows a one-size-fits-all approach. For emergent readers/signers, a significant focus on learning STS is essential. It is crucial to develop proficiency in this language first to cope with everyday life in Sweden, communicate needs, and use STS interpreters in different contexts. Once STS proficiency is achieved, print literacy training can begin.

For emergent readers to learn Swedish, the process is two-fold, as they learn print literacy in a new language. Thus, the teaching needs to focus on both vocabulary learning and reading and writing techniques. Emergent readers need to learn how to use pen and paper, as well as a computer, and they also need to learn the written equivalents of their sign vocabulary. As mentioned in the Bedrock Literacy Curriculum, it is not constructive to just create multiple word lists, to use multiple contexts, and mix different types of words and synonyms in a “higgledy-piggledy” manner. The instruction needs to be more pre-planned and structured, with a limited number of (high-frequent/“sight”) words that must be stored in the participants’ long-time memories through frequent repetition.

Our study found that teachers lack such strategies. There could be many reasons for this. For example, the folk high schools’ idea is that education should be based on the students’ needs, previous knowledge and experience. It means that the schools do not have a pre-determined or official curriculum but can develop the content and direction of their own courses independently (see Duggan et al. 2023). This could explain why teachers often created word lists on the board spontaneously together with the participants. They could ask for words connected to a place or a theme (and during the instruction, they extended this list to also include advanced and unusual words) and write them on the board with no limitations or structure. Another reason for the strategies used is that deaf teachers may have their own experience of sign bilingual education. In such settings, it is common to work together in the classrooms with words or text on the board using sign language as a medium, as found in our analysis (see, e.g. Holmström and Schönström 2020). However, in such classrooms in Sweden, the children usually have a robust STS as their first language and are
therefore better “equipped” for this approach to work. It is possible that such an approach needs to be adjusted to the ability of the emergent readers, i.e. word lists need to be more selective, texts need to be shorter/simpler, and the work needs to be more structured (cf. Di Perri 2021).

In some exercises in which emergent readers were instructed together with participants who had a more robust previous language, as well as skills in the written language of their home countries, we found that the emergent readers became frustrated and disappointed when they were unable to develop at the same rate as the other participants and did not remember the written words they had just “learned”. In certain contexts, it may be positive to learn from more skilled peers (Vygotsky 1978), but in others, they may need more concentrated and structured instruction in a group of peers who are also emergent readers. In addition, we found that the teachers tended to ask questions to the migrants and then quickly give them the answers. This may be attributable to their frustration at the slow process or because they do not think the participants can answer themselves. It is possible that it would be beneficial if the teachers were more patient and gave the migrants more time to answer. By accepting that the process is very time-consuming, the teachers may be more accepting of the slow teaching rate.

7 Conclusions

In Sweden, (hearing) adult migrants are offered limited time to participate in different kinds of education to learn Swedish, be able to become a member of society and get a job. Various authorities cover the cost of education and expect results according to different time frames. Deaf migrants are offered the same amount of time, even though they have to learn both STS and written Swedish. This is not sustainable. As our study shows, deaf emergent readers struggle greatly when learning written Swedish. The instruction needs to be focused on STS at first, allowing them to interact both in the classroom and in leisure activities and to learn STS in formal instruction. Only after they have developed sufficient communication skills and vocabulary in STS, will they begin to learn written Swedish. If this is to happen, significantly more time is required than is currently offered by the Swedish authorities.

It is possible that the instruction needs to focus on the most necessary aspects of print literacy related to the everyday lives of deaf emergent readers. The participants in our study are adults, and several care for children. They need to “survive” in Swedish society and learn a vocabulary that is “good enough” to deal with the most common situations and activities they meet outside school, for example, buying food, writing their name and address, being able to understand bus and train timetables or
understanding official instructions on signs and boards, etc. In other words, the teaching needs to be more pre-planned, selective and structured. It should focus more on a kind of “survival” Swedish. Also, with a fairly robust STS, the emergent readers could use STS interpreters, making their participation in society reasonably satisfying.
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